A great amount of corner detectors that appear in literature are based on using the Freeman chain code of eight directions, which is used to represent contour shapes. We propose a new method for corner detection based on a three-symbol chain code representation, which requires lower storage memory and an easy way to obtain shape corners. We compare it with five existing methods, which are well known in the literature, giving our method a better performance. Furthermore, in order to reconstruct the original shapes through polygonal approximations, we propose an error parameter to quantify the efficiency. This can be accomplished by considering the redundancy of points produced when looking for corners and when computing the difference between the original region and the approximated polygon.
Introduction
Attneave [1] found that some characteristic points are determinant in shape recognition. According to Atteave's work, when the mentioned points are joined by straight lines, the resulting shape should be very similar to the original. Our present work is inspired by this observation: In closed curves, we try to find as minimum characteristic points as possible and sufficient to obtain approximately the original shapes. Also, we take advantage of the compression properties of a chain code composed of three symbols. One representing no change directions, and each of the other two indicating orthogonal changes of direction [2] .
The corner detection of the shape of objects is an active field in object recognition and image retrieval. In literature, usually, to obtain corner points, computing angles of curvature on the contours of shapes are carried out and, to represent discrete contours, Freeman chain codes are generally used. Freeman and Davis [3] proposed to find corners by computing incremental curvature in contour shapes represented by an eight-direction chain code. Since then, many authors have suggested to use this code to represent contour shapes and to look for corner points. Part of the algorithm presented by Teh and Chin [4] consists of computing the curvature of contour points and detecting corners by a process of nonmaxima suppression. Liu and Srinath [5] compared a number of corner detectors due to Medioni and Yasumoto [6] , Beus and Tiu [7] , Rosenfeld and Johnston [8] , Rosenfeld and Weska [9] , and Cheng and Hsu [10] . All those authors represented samples of shapes through a sequence of eight direction changes from 0-7, known as the Freeman Chain Code [11] . Techniques due to the Freeman chain codes in finding corner detection are based on eight different directions (see Fig. 1b ).
Wu [12] proposed an adaptive method to find local maximum curvatures of digital curves. Sobania and Evans [13] described a corner detector from segmented areas using the mathematical morphology and employing paired triangular structuring elements. A disadvantage of their work is that it can be slow due to its high computational complexity. Basak and Mahata [14] developed a connectionist model along with its dynamic states for detecting corners in binary and gray level images.
Previous approaches to detect corners using chain codes are given in literature. By measuring the number of links to both sides of a point that can produce the largest digital straight line, Koplowitz and Plante [15] proposed a corner detection scheme for Freeman chain coded curves. Subri et al. [16] presented a neural network classifier, by using the Freeman chain code, obtaining corners on the boundary of a sample line drawing. Arrebola and Sandoval [17] proposed a method to characterize a curve by means of the hierarchical computation of a multi-resolution linking approach. They adapted the multi-resolution linking algorithm to the processing curve contours described by the Freeman chain code. Also, Marji and Siy [18] developed an algorithm to detect corner points on an 8-connected shape by using the Freeman chain code in a polygonal approximation.
In [2] , the authors proposed that it is suitable to represent any binary closed shape with binary resolution cells by means of the use of only three symbols of a chain code without loss of information. This method of chain code is sufficient to represent binary shapes and represents a low cost alternative in terms of storage memory.
The chain code used in our work consists of the set 3OT = {0,1,2} and is given in Fig. 1 (a) (see [19] for the 3D case). A simple closed contour shape can be represented by a discrete closed curve given by the sequence:
where n is an integer and the initial point p1 is an immediate neighbor of the final point pn of the curve.
When covering the discrete curve, two consecutive points, pi,p(i+1)modn, conform a unit vector in one of the x,y directions of the Cartesian Plane, i.e.
and have the directions of the unit vectors { along the x,y axes in the Cartesian Plane,
Let us take any vector as a reference vector in one of the multiple steps needed when traversing the discrete contour curve: 
where z is a zero or positive integer, and its value depends on the number of unit steps given in one same direction. The symbol 0 is represented by two vectors: a reference vector and a vector indicating a direction change. In this case, the direction change is the same as that of the reference vector. For the other two orthogonal direction changes, chain vectors are divided in three parts: a reference vector (in Fig. 1(a) appears as a horizontal vector in each code), a support vector (a vector depending on z) perpendicular to the reference vector, and a vector indicating a direction change with regard to the reference vector.
So, theelement 0, in the 3OT code, represents the direction change which means to "go straight" through the contiguous straight-line segments following the direction of the last segment; the '1' indicates a forward change of direction with regard to the reference vector; and '2' means to "go back" with regard to the direction of the reference vector.
Recently, Sánchez-Cruz [20] proposed a new method to find corners by using pattern strings. He found three classes of strings to avoid computing angles and maximum curvatures in contour shapes. His method is based on the three relative direction changes of the 3OT code. Pattern strings given in [20] contain certain constraints and find corners at certain approximations. However, with such a method, a high redundancy in the number of corners can be produced, i.e., a lot of corner points can appear in regions where no high curvature is presented. Now, in this work, we propose another method, apply it to more shapes and compare it with highly cited methods.
An advantage of using three symbols is its low storage power, as can be seen by the recent work due to Sánchez-Cruz and Rodríguez-Dagnino [2] . They found that coding with three symbols is sufficient to represent binary shapes saving storage efficiently.
In Section 2, definitions concerning to this article are presented, seeking the problem as a search of pattern substrings. In Section 3, some rules to detect shape corners are proposed; in Section 4, experimental proving of postulated rules are applied on some binary shapes, and an error given by polygonal approximations to original shapes is computed. In Section 5, we give some conclusions.
The chain coded discrete contour
Let us associate one of the three symbols s i given in Eq. (4) to each vector i s r : 0,1, or 2. In this work, a specific set of pattern substrings of length l is applied to find all those substrings in a contour shape, coded by a chain that matches the set. Which substrings are all composed of l symbols and which of them are considered corner chains? Not all substrings are considered corner chains due to their associated low curvature.
Let S denote the complete contour string (that represents the chain code of the shape associated to the shape contour, given by the string ofsymbols s i of Eq. (5)).
where n is the contour discrete perimeter, given by the number of symbols of the chain code. Consider a substring
so that such a small contour string of symbols l is considered an elemental contour substring (stringel, for short), i.e., a small piece of contour representation from the whole shape contour that has length l, so that l << S, j states the j-th substring in the complete contour string.
Let m = (j+l) / 2 be the middle point of a substring of size l so that the middle symbol, s m(modn) , is the center of the substring. It is possible to associate a pair of line segments with any symbol. A well behaved stringel is defined as a substring which is associated to a pair of line segments so that the chain does not form loops. Observe a sample of stringel and their corresponding visual meaning in Fig. 2 .
We define a neighborhood of radii r when a piece of the complete string is considered; this region is composed of a small number of symbols in comparison with the whole contour chain code, r symbols on each side of a particular middle symbol: 
Pattern strings
A subset of stringels that we call stringpatts to find chain corners from an arbitrary set of 2D shapes is given in this section. Stringpatts are patterns of elemental contour substrings similar to those found in [20] (of course, polygonal approximation was not dealt with in such a paper), but we now modify them by releasing some constraints to symbol '1' in S 2 and S 3 . To find a group of stringpatts considered as chain corners, we focus on a vicinity of each change code contour, for example of radii eleven, i.e., eleven chain directed segments, labeled with symbols and representing direction changes. So, in order to simplify the stringpatts that correspond to chain corners, we postulate the following regular expressions:
where q > l/4 represents many symbols. The first stringpatt pattern is composed of a string of any symbols, then a symbol '2' and then a sequence of any symbols again.
Another stringpatt that could represent a change direction occurs when there are many 0s (with possibly some 1s) following a '1' as a middle symbol of the stringel, followed again by many 0s (with possibly some 1s).
A third stringpatt is found when there is a substring of many 0s, with possibly some 1s, following a substring of many 1s (with possibly some 0s); or vice versa, a substring of many 1s (with possibly some 0s) following a substring of many 0s (with possibly some 1s), having the 1 as a middle symbol. Our proposed method relies on looking for these stringpatts on any contour shape, without the paired constrictions in Eq. (8) of Ref [20] and adding the symbol '2' in S 1 of Eq. (8) . Instead, we introduce other constrictions: we group dots as candidates to be corners given a certain threshold in a vicinity distance.
On the other hand, we consider shapes represented by resolution cells, each of them having a numerical value equal to zero or one. The contour shape is traveled through clockwise. For the implementation of an algorithm to encode this shape, we have to visit the 'ones' that represent the contour shape, i.e., the 'ones' of the boundary. Using the three code symbols, we follow the contour of the shape counter clockwise, and give one of the three relative chain codes according to each change direction. A manner to fix every symbol s i, that represents a change in direction is by defining a 3 × 3 window, then we choose a starting one as the center of the window, and we analyse its neighborhood by finding directed vectors on the boundary of the shape. Hence, we calculate the changes and produce the code. This procedure continues until all "ones" of the boundary are visited.
The contour of the object shape is confined to a minimum rectangle that is visited line by line, from left to right and from top to bottom. The first cell resolution of the object to be visited is that which appears at the leftmost and highest part of the occupied region. Fig. 4 shows part of a contour shape. When starting to follow the contour, the first two discrete segments do not represent a direction change with regard to the reference segment. When one ends to traverse the contour, it is possible to give a direction change at the starting and contiguous points because of the last reference segment visited.
Given this representation, we can reconstruct the original image by interpreting the code of every symbol in terms of the direction changes that can follow.
Finally, the pattern substrings S 1 , S 2 and S 3 are used to parse the resulting chain string of the complete contour. 
Algorithm
Let s m ≡ piv be the middle symbol of a stringel. If middle symbols P = {piv b , piv b+1 K piv b+k } are separated by a distance smaller than certain value ν, obtainan average of the middle symbol points and define a corner. If middle symbols are separated by a distance greater than ν, consider them as corners. The algorithm of the method is as follows: 1. Obtain [s
Comparing with other methods
Since the digital curves are represented by discrete contours, the most of the methods do not avoid redundancy, including when apparently straight lines in shapes are observed.
We compare our method of searching substrings with the most frequent corner detectors appearing in literature: Rosenfeld and Johnston (RJ73) [8] ; Rosenfeld and Weska(RW75) [9] ; Freeman and Davis (FD77) [3] ; Beus and Tiu (BT87) [7] and Chetverikov and Szabo (IPAN99) [21] . We call our method 3OT, because it is based on the 3OT chain code to represent discrete contour shapes.
To find corner points, there are some drawbacks in the existing methods: one is that the calculated region of support avoids obtaining angles of small curvature, even when the shape is represented by means of the Freeman code: successive slope angles on the discrete curve can differ by multiples of 45º. So, when modifying parameters of the existing corner detector methods, redundancy appears by finding corners even in apparent straight lines of the shape regions.
All these methods find corner points by using input parameters. While modifying these parameters, a number of corner points appear in the contours. Fig. 5 shows the sample of contour objects frequently used to probe corner detectors.
Considering the object (h) (the Plane of Fig. 5 ) and its corresponding chain code (Fig. 6) , 286 stringpatts were found in its contour shape. Many of them are so closed, in such a manner that their corresponding middle symbols are in the neighborhood of each other, or they are part of cluster points, using the algorithm of Section 3. A subset of these strings correspond to corner chains.
Figure. Fig. 7 shows corner detections using the most known detectors including the proposed one in this work.
Polygonal approximation
Let us present a comparison of our method with that of Rosenfeld & Johnston (RJ73) [8] when looking corner points through the κ parameter. Given the RJ73 algorithm, we calculate corner points with different values of its κ parameter. The cases κ > 0.006 do not reconstruct the contour shape (there are missing points), as can be seen in Fig. 8 . Observe in Fig. 9 that the Plane shape is well represented by corner points when κ = 0.007.
On the other hand, in Fig. 10 we show corner points calculated with the RJ73 method at different k parameter values. Observe that whereas the parameter value is modified, different number of dots is obtained, and they can help us to reconstruct the shape by joining corner points, and so, fitting a polygon.
Generally, the methods try to employ few corner points to represent the object. However, in this work we consider the necessary corner points to reconstruct the original shape, or an approximation of it. We could say that a method tends to be good when it reconstructs the original Figure 9 . Comparison of the different methods to obtain corners applied to Plane Figure 10 . Comparison of the RJ73 (with κ=0.008) and 3OT (l=11 and ν=10) to reconstruct Plane object shape in such a way that the error produced between the original shape and its polygonal approximation is as small as possible.
We have computed the corner points with the different methods. See Fig. 9 where the parameter values of each method appear in parentheses. These parameter values are given by default in the web page [21] .
Our method tries to find corner points with less redundancy than the other methods. This is, there are less corner points in straight lines, and also, follow with better approximation the contour shapes.
Observe that our method is better than existing ones to obtain as few as possible corner points in order to reconstruct the original shapes.
In Fig. 11 and 12 the reconstructions are shown by a polygonal approximation of the Pige and Spot shape, respectively, using the different algorithms. Figure 11 . Reconstruction of Pige shape using the different methods. 
Comparing original shapes with polygonal approximations
To test our method, we have compared the fitted polygons by applying the different methods to the original shapes, and we introduced a parameter that measures the error between the polygonal approximation and the original contour.
Let us suppose a given contour shape ( Fig. 13(a) ), and another given by its polygonal approximation after applying a corner detector ( Fig. 13 (b) ). For each corner method a polygonal approximation is obtained ( Fig. 13(c) ); and an error in area, A Δ , is produced. To compute this parameter, we have obtained the original area of our shapes, which are given in Table 1 . Table 2 gives the next quantities: the number of corners found to reconstruct each contour object, its resulted area of polygon, the number of pixels in the intersection between the resulted polygon and original shape, the non common pixels, and the error parameter. Also, the average error of all methods for each shape is given. In this case, the average error for each test sample suggests that all methods tend to be less efficient for shapes with so many corners than those of smoother contours. Table 3 shows the global average error committed by each method. As can be noted, 3OT has the smallest average error obtained to reconstruct contour shapes. Table 3 . The Average error rate and the standard deviation of the methods to reconstruct the contours.
Given the data distribution of each method, we also computed the standard deviation s. The standard deviation of each method is presented in Table 3 . In Fig. 14 , we can observe how dispersed the data are regarding their average values.
The standard deviation tells us that the RJ values are the most dispersed, whereas 3OTs are the least. We think this is due to the nature of the method to work on the variability in the contour. On the contrary, they work better on smoother contours, or shapes with not so nearby corner points. For example, RJ is more efficient with smooth contours than with irregular ones, making the error smaller in the first case. On the contrary, 3OT behaves better all along the shapes, in comparison with the rest of the methods. These observations suggest that the 3OT code is more appropriate to represent shapes and to be used for looking for patterns of symbols representing shape characteristics.
We have compared different corner detectors. They are related with the chain code used to represent the contours. We have decided to use the 3OT code instead of the Freeman code because of its versatility to handle few symbols in order to find patterns; also,because of its advantage in compression efficiency. Comparisons in shape representations involving 3OT, Freeman codes and others are presented in [2] and [22] .
Conclusions
We proposed searching pattern substrings to look for corner points. This method has three parameters: the length of elemental contour strings, the number of a symbol that can be repeated in the elemental contour strings, and the distance between pivot symbols. When decreasing one or more of these parameter values, more corner points can be found.
In order to save time and memory storage of contours, we used three symbols that represent changes of direction when covering the contours of the binary shapes. We used three classes of pattern substrings to obtain the most important corners in contour shapes, preventing to compute angles and curvatures directly.
Part of our method was to find a polygonal approximation to the original contour, an error was measured and we have found that the best approximation corresponds to apply the proposed 3OT method.
We have presented a new research strategy involving avoiding computing explicitly angles and curvatures and, also, using a recent chain code method to represent contour shapes. As future work, it would be interesting to study whether this method is invariant under scaling.
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